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W hen Buddy Holly died in the snow of
Clear Lake, Iowa a half century ago in
the long since infamous plane crash, it

was recognized as a tragedy and a loss for the
still young world of rock n roll. And although a
fifteen year old boy in England electrocuted
himself in despair, the real impact of Holly's
departure would not be appreciated, nor his
memory canonized, for some years to come. As
testament to this progressive understanding, it
wasn't until 1973 that the record 'American Pie'
coined the event as "the day the music died".

Perhaps it is not surprising that the per
spective of time was needed to focus upon the
innovative genius that ultimately became the
icon, Buddy Holly. Nineteen fifty-nine's hastily
conceived memorial album, 'The Buddy Holly
Story', noted with pride in the touching liner
notes by 'Billboard' I 'Melody Maker' writer Ren
Grevat that Holly's record sales exceeded six
million copies. Today, of course, a major hit CD
can alone surpass that total. No one yet knew
that Buddy's choice of guitar, the Fender
Stratocaster, would forever become the premier
rock instrument with any versions from that era
cherished artifacts among musicians.

It wasn't realized at the time that a self
contained group like Buddy Holly & The
Crickets, particularly a configuration of two
guitars, bass and drums, would be the prototype
for rock aggregations for decades to follow. Nor
could it be known that the group that writes most
of its own songs would likewise come to
dominate the scene. Then most important were
those great songs: 'That'll Be The Day',
'Peggy Sue', 'Everyday', 'Not Fade
Away', 'Oh Boy', 'I'm Gonna Love You
Too', 'Maybe Baby', 'Rave On', 'Think It
Over', 'Heartbeat', 'It Doesn't Matter
Anymore', 'It's So Easy' ... It has also ,....1Ii
been correctly observed that much of
rock since Holly's time owes licks and
styling cues to his interpretations.

Even though the ineffable eminence of
Holly and his music couldn't have been
fully realized in 1959 and for at least a
few years thereafter, nevertheless, there
were those who thrived on Buddy's
records for their inherent quality and
excitement. The recordings were so
inspiring that in the spring of 1959 this
writer was propelled to seek answers to
some pressing questions about Holly
and his career from his manager,
Norman Petty.

That Holly had parted company with
Petty and moved to New York City was
not yet in the public consciousness. Nor
was the unrecalled fact that Petty and
his recording studio were located some
where in Clovis, New Mexico (West
Seventh Street to be precise) an impe
diment to the quest. Because back then
The Crickets' label, Brunswick Records,
was housed in a prominent building
emblazoned with the company name on
well-travelled Queens Boulevard in
Woodside, New York, that was the

destination of a youthful query letter. But no
recording was conducted there. It may have
been a distribution site or a back office. Not
surprisingly, Petty was unknown to the staff in
that outlying New York City borough so the letter
was returned "party unknown".
"JOSIE" TO HER FRIENDS

Maybe it was some phone calls
to Coral Records in Manhattan
(Buddy's solo recording label) which
located a Manhattan office of two of
Petty's publishing companies, Dun
dee Music and Nor Va Jak Music at
60 West 57th Street, near Carnegie
Hall. Manning Dundee was a
remarkable twenty-five year old
from San Antonio, Texas named Jo
Harper (Josie to her friends). She
graduated from high school in 1952
and managed Norman Petty's
music publishing interests in New York from at
least 1955, serving informally as Buddy Holly's
secretary in the city or, as some haughtier music
business functionaries of the time put it, "she
answered his mail".

Whatever Josie's precise job title, she was
Buddy's friend and confidante and had known
him throughout his tenure with Norman Petty,
therefore virtually all of Holly's much too brief
career. Supported with a wealth of personal
knowledge, she was extraordinarily generous in
meeting with and talking to a kid who had an
unending appetite for Buddy Holly lore. At the
Dundee office, or over lunch from time to time
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(she never let the highschooler pay her tab),
and so often on the phone, for literally years she
patiently and enthusiastically answered
questions and filled in the details about the
revered singer with the hiccup in his voice.

There were so many questions to ask.
-;;-y-,...-,.---, Studying record labels yielded

that some of Buddy's songs were
written by Charles Hardin. "Who
was he?", I wondered. "That was
Buddy himself', she noted. "His
full name was Charles Hardin
Holley. His mother called him
Buddy."

Buddy's first great hit was 'That'll
Be The Day' in 1957, written by
Holly, Jerry Allison (The Crickets'
drummer) and Norman Petty. But
Buddy had recorded the same
song a year earlier in Nashville

during the ill-fated Decca Records sessions
before he even knew Petty. How Petty's name
was inscribed for a writer's credit (hardly an
uncommon practice in those times) was a
puzzlement since it was apparent that he could
not have written the piece. He did, though, Josie
offered, lower the key of the recording to render
it a much more polished presentation. So in
essence, for being a good producer, which he
clearly was, he snared a writer's royalty. Well,
that one may not be so. Norman Petty was
himself a musician of some note who reached a
modicum of prominence in the 1950s and 1960s
with The Norman Petty Trio. Apparently in those

days, air force bases were an important
venue for touring musical groups. Josie's
father was an air force colonel and that is
how Petty came to meet her so she was
certainly a Norman Petty loyalist. Jerry
Allison told me directly in 1999 his
recollection that The Crickets recorded
'That'll Be the Day' in the new lower key
on their own in Petty's studio. Petty was
the skilled engineer on one of the seminal
hits in rock history, but arguably had no
role in selecting the key.

Both because Holly's sojourn as a star
was so brief - barely eighteen months 
and because media exposure then for
rock performers was far less pervasive
than today, his personality was effectively
unrevealed to the public. That he was
self-effacing was evident and recognized.
That he was moody and sometimes
mercurial, the way Jo Harper described
him, was unknown. Such an assessment
in no way diminished Jo's admiration for
him; it was just the way Holly was. That
contemplative photo of Buddy looking out

,J." . ! an airplane window which Jo showed to
me a year or so before it became the
cover shot for the album 'Reminiscing',
was the best representation of his typical

..... demeanor, Jo said.
The evanescent career of Buddy Holly

produced a mere forty-seven recordings
both solo and with The Crickets (Jerry
Allison on drums, Joe B. Mauldin on bass,



Niki Sullivan on rhythm guitar for the earlier
sessions), although the number grew to just
over one hundred when including tapes made in
his hometown of Lubbock, Texas before he was
discovered together with those made on a tape
recorder in his Brevoort Apartment at 11 Fifth
Avenue in Greenwich Village just weeks before
his death. There are also a few recorded
interviews, and some film as well, but the traces
of Holly's voice and image are too fleeting for a
performer of his immense talent. So, the
smallest additions are welcome gems, and it
was Jo who revealed that it was Buddy playing
guitar on the rare cult recording of 'Real Wild
Child' by Ivan (actually Jerry Allison himself)
and it was Buddy's voice exclaiming as the tune
fades out, "You bet!"
A REAL LIVE CRICKET

Although the Crickets began with the pres
ciently prototypical two guitars, bass and drums,
rhythm guitarist Niki Sullivan was soon no
longer in evidence. Why did the group's compo
sition change so quickly? According to Josie,
Sullivan was too intent upon jumping around on
stage to attract attention and sometimes didn't
even plug in his guitar. He was therefore un
ceremoniously expelled. Committed devotees of
Holly records will be aware of what sounds like
a cricket at the conclusion of Buddys solo hit,
'I'm Gonna Love You Too'. It actually was, Josie
said. Circa 1957 / '58, Petty's studio had excel
lent equipment, but no electronic echo. To
achieve an echo chamber effect, the music was
piped into an adjoining structure and routed
back. Somehow the insect crawled into that
back room and the actual cricket sound was
inadvertently captured on the recording.
Whether it was realized at the time or not, that
take was released and the chirp is forever there
for anyone to hear! The very successful 1979
movie, 'The Buddy Holly Story', starring Gary
Busey in the academy award nominated title
role, was compelling entertainment, but hardly a
precise rendering of the history. Buddy's
meeting and his short life with his bride Maria
Elena Santiago is portrayed in the most idyllic of
terms. While much of that may be accurate,

from what Jo Harper related in 1960, it might be
concluded that not all of it was. The way Jo
explained it, after Buddy met Maria at Southern
Music at 1619 Broadway in Manhattan where
she worked, Buddy saw Jo afterward and said
of Maria, "I'm going to f'** that girl".

There is sufficient other evidence of Buddy's
appetite for women so the story rings true and
the youthful exuberance doesn't besmirch
Buddy's sincerity. He did, after all, marry Maria
who later said that when Buddy died she was
carrying his child which she lost. (Jerry Allison
observes, however, that at the time of Buddy's
funeral in Lubbock, Maria said nothing of her
pregnancy. It doesn't mean it wasn't so, just that
there was some doubt in Allison's mind about
this.)

What is never discussed, but what Jo related
as factua.l, was that the marriage was in serious
trouble and may have been heading to a
conclusion. Buddy said enough to Jo for her to
reach that opinion, although of course it can
never be known objectively. As a possible
sidelight, most of those last songs Buddy
recorded in his New York City apartment were
about love lost - all the tunes that became the
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album, 'The Buddy Holly Story Volume 2'. (Take
a listen to those lyrics: "Hearts that are broken
and love that's untrue, that's when you're
Learning The Game"; "Crying, Waiting, Hoping
you'll come back"; "What To Do now that she
doesn't want me"; "That Makes It Tough...when
you tell me you don't love me"; "I only know that
what they say has not come true for me" ('That's
What They Say').

Well before the release of that album, Jo told
me and a friend who was also a great fan that
Coral Records was asking Mrs. Holly to write
the liner notes. Jo also advised us who at Coral
was in charge of the project. The friend claims
that he then wrote the notes, sent them to Coral
under Maria Elena's signature, and that those
words were the ones published on the album
liner. There are strong doubts about the veracity
of the friends' story, it seems too farfetched, but
the album text does recite the paradoxical
observation by Maria Elena that she thought the
words (remember they were primarily of love
lost) were written just for her! Would she have
been careless enough to have said that or did
someone else really pen the message?
NORMAN PETTY

Josie recounted that at the moment Buddy
died, Norman Petty said he was startled to hear
the words from Buddy cry out, "Norman, help
me!" No one can say whether this happened,
but Norman Petty believed it is what he heard.
At least Jo Harper thought Norman meant it.
Mindful that Petty was a man of faith who sent
Buddy Holly & The Crickets on tour with the
written admonition to include with their clean
underwear a bible - and to read it - the story is
not surprising. (Petty's actual letter survives.)

Was the now legendary Buddy Holly ever
anything less than perfect as a singer? The
definitive assemblage (so far) of Holly's body of
recordings, 'The Complete Buddy Holly' box-set
issued in 1979, concedes a sole uninspired
effort, the previously unreleased (in the States)
'That's My Desire'. But one afternoon in the
Dundee office shortly after the release of the
1959 memorial album, 'The Buddy Holly Story',
Josie put me on the phone with Norman Petty in
Clovis for a chat. In addition to Buddy's hits, the
album included his final studio sessions
recorded in October of 1958 at the Pythian
Temple in New York with arranger Dick Jacobs.
In addition to 'It Doesn't Matter Anymore' and
'True Love Ways', there was a similar but
somewhat less galvanizing song, 'Moonbeams',
written by Norman Petty. Petty said to me on the
phone that he was told that Buddy was off key
on the tune at the conclusion of the line "as the
lonely and loveless hours go by." It does sound
that way, but why would the writer of the song
need someone else to advise of a mistake in the
writer's own composition? It is not cosmic, but a
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Were the liner notes to 'The Buddy Holly Story Volume 2' really written by
Maria Elena Holly? "I feel justified in assuming that many of the songs were sung

directly to me", and yet many of them were about lost love - an indication that
Buddy thought his marriage was on the rocks?

thought emerged that there might be some
background available in Clovis. But Norman
Petty died in August of 1984, followed by his
wife Vi, who knew Jo well, in March 1992.
Crickets' drummer Jerry Allison remembers
Josie fondly but was only able to confirm that
her father had been in the air force.

But then came Ken Broad, the keeper of the
Norman Petty flame in Clovis - officially the
administrator of Vi Petty's estate. He also over
sees the Norman Petty studio where Buddy's
amp eternally reposes and where so many of
the indelible Holly recordings were made. Ken
knew Jo and speaks of her in the most glowing
terms, which seems to make the verdict
unanimous. Best of all, he was able to locate
that scarcest of mementos - a picture of Jo
Harper with Buddy Holly. That rare photo, which
accompanies this piece, is from the private
collection of Norman Petty and was taken by his
wife Vi on either August 30th, or September 5th,
1957 at a New York subway station. This is the
first time this image has been published in its
entirety.

So, all this is inexorably drifting into the
memory of but a diminishing few. Would it be
that Buddy's message of 'Not Fade Away' could
prevail. Millions still remember Buddy Holly.
Only a handful could possibly know that he once
had an exquisitely gracious and compassionate
secretary.
Postscript

The passage of time means that there are
fewer people around who could have known
Buddy and Jo - fewer too who could have
thrilled to Buddy's music when it was new. But
the relentless march of days brings surprises
about the durability of memory regarding Buddy
and Jo.

'Dearest' was one of the songs taped by
Buddy in his apartment and terrific though it is,
it remains among his obscurities in the eyes of
the general public - until the hit movie 'Juno'
featured it.

Fireballs lead guitarist, George Tomsco, still
remembers Josie well - citing his meeting with
her in New York after the group's Philadelphia
appearance on 'American Bandstand' as an
occasion to remember. He noted that the group
relied on her for so many things in New York and
on tour. Her loss, he said, was tragic and that
things were never the same thereafter. Her role
in the recording of 'Kissin" is fondly recalled.

In 2008, The Crickets - Jerry Allison, Joe B.
Mauldin and Sonny Curtis - appeared at an
oldies show in Westbury, New York. Although
performers on the bill were primarily New York
style doo-wop, The Crickets stole the show. The
reaction was overwhelming, joyous and
responsive. The applause was such that they
could hardly leave the stage. Jerry's comment
was that New York audiences are always gen
erous; perhaps, but it was really the enduring
love for the music.

Finally, during a recent broadcast on the credit
crisis, an economic sage was commenting on
television about a particularly alarming event
and equated it with the day the music died, the
day Buddy Holly died. The reference by this
young man confirms the ongoing impact of what
Josie loved, what we all loved.

Bruce J. Bergman is a New York attorney and
writer, the author of 'How To Make Money
Playing Rock Guitar' (G. Schirmer & Co.) and
the three-volume text, 'Bergman On New York
Mortgage Foreclosures' (Matthew Bender &
Co., Inc.) (rev. 2008).

Thanks to the following for their help with this
article: Ken Broad, Georgiana Hagen, Angela
Hagen and John Beecher.

Josie took me to the famous Manny's Music on
New York's West 48th Street to purchase an
electric guitar and amp, introducing me as a
player doing some recording for Norman Petty
so a professional discount would be made
available. She even helped the band obtain one
of its first engagements and sent some tapes to
Norman Petty for him to consider. All the while,
she was available by phone with updates on
music business news, or just as a friendly ear.

Aware that my college band, The Bravados,
was well-received at Cornell and environs· and

f'C'..--,------, ever anxious to help
a friend - Josie intro
duced us in 1963 to
the group The Echos.
They were well
known beyond New
York for their hits
'Baby Blue' and a
remake of Ersel
Hickey's 'Bluebirds
Over The Mountain'.
Branching out into
producing, The Echos
wanted to record our
fraternity party sound
and we had Jo to
thank for that.
MUGGING

Some time around
late 1962 or early '63,
Josie was mugged in
Manhattan. Not content
with taking her money,
the mugger beat her

badly on the head necessitating a hospital stay.
Despite the terrible incident, she still enjoyed
New York and didn't regret the move from
Texas. But later in 1963 when our band was
recording with The Echos, the guys in that group
told us that Jo had suddenly collapsed and died.
Still in her twenties, Josie unexpectedly suc
cumbed to an undetected brain injury inflicted
by the anonymous mugger's beating.

The Fireballs, another Norman Petty act which
had hits with 'Torquay', 'Bulldog', 'Sugar Shack'
and 'Bottle Of Wine', released a record in the
early '60s called 'Kissin". Petty had called Josie
to the studio to do the kissing effect which was
the gimmick of the song. That fleeting sound on
a long forgotten record is the only aural trace of
her that remains.

Hoping to find information about Jo's family to
add some symmetry to this remembrance, the

To Buddy Holly, 3inging wns life: hl~ joy, the joy he was privileged
to bring to others through his singing.

Buddy's life '10':'15 lrDgicnlly ~hort. but in it he must have known a
great dC.:ll of joy, for his voice re':lched nod brought happiness to
millions who counted themselves .:'\mong his fnns nnd, to judge from the
countloss comforting letters .:'\nd crtrds they sent to me
when I lost him, his friends.

A previous album, "The Buddy Holly Story.~ dedicated to the memory
of Buddy. wns so wnrmly received and so deeply appreciat~d by the
vast following he established during his ca.reer. that 8 "follow-up,
volume t ...'o of "The Buddy Holly Story" wns conceived.

Hearing Ruddy's familiar voice, yin recordings such as these. has
brought me inestimable comfort, for I feel justified in assuming
that many of the songs were sung directly to me. It would be
unforgiv<1bly 5elfish, however, for me not to want to share some of these
treasured moments with you, the loy~l friends who helped make
Buddy's fondest dreams n reality.

To Buddy, and to the friends he mnde through his music.
this album is dedicnted.

mystery nevertheless, one that perhaps
confirms only Holly's second miscue.

From 1959, when first I met Jo Harper, through
1962 when I went off to college, Josie was a
conspicuously understanding and warm friend.
She played all Buddy's demo records and tapes
months or years before they were released.
Buddy had been a fan of King Curtis (real name
Curtis Ousley), the premier studio sax player of
the era, and it is his extraordinary solo on The
Coasters' 'Charlie Brown' among so many other
great hits. Buddy collaborated with
Curtis on 'Reminiscing' which
featured a prominent sax part.
Josie played that too for me
before it was released. Ironically,
in the early 1970s, Curtis was
stabbed to death in New York in
front of his upper Westside
brownstone by a youth he had
admonished for sitting on his
steps.
CONTINUING LEGACY

After 'It Doesn't Matter Any
more' became Buddy's first
posthumous hit, 'Peggy Sue Got
Married' was released. (It was
one of the tunes taped in his
apartment but with studio over
dubs of additional instruments.)
Although it was a particularly
catchy record, it seemed that
only the legendary disc jockey
Alan Freed was playing it in
New York. When I commented
that it was gratifying to hear Freed praising the
song, Jo noted that part of his fervor was based
upon his ownership of a percentage of all sheet
music sales which he required as a condition for
airplay.

It was, of course, instantly obvious upon
Holly's passing that the number of his record
ings was finite. That various discoveries and
repackagings would extend record releases
through the 1960s, 1970s, 1980s, 1990s and
beyond was no doubt unimaginable and sundry
musical entrepreneurs were seeking ways to
stretch the material. One suggestion was to
record instrumentals and claim it was Buddy on
guitar. Jo said they quickly rejected that idea.
Even though additional background was
sometimes added to the less refined recordings
which remained, all the Holly material is
authentic.

In 1961 when I was forming my first band,
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